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Another milestone in the growth of the Washington Leviathan is pointed out by the Cato Institute's Chris
Edwards, whose assistant, Amy Mandler, noted that the two latest Obama administration additions to the roll
of federal program brought the total to 2,001.

"There is a federal subsidy program for every year that has passed since Emperor Augustus held sway in
Rome. We’ve gone from bread and circuses to food stamps, the National Endowment for the Arts, and 1,999
other hand-out programs from the imperial city on the Potomac," Edwards said.

For those on the Left who keep repeating the myth that the Defense Department is biggest part of the federal
government, check out the chart below from Edwards and note which department tops the list and which one
is near the bottom.
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To read the rest of the Edwards post, go here. Don't miss the chart showing the number of federal subsidy
programs by department and agency, too.
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DOJ ends Mollohan probe, but questions remain on earmarks, political favoritism

A four-year probe by the U.S. Department of Justice into possible ethics violations by West Virginia
Democrat Rep. Alan Mollohan has been terminated with no charges being filed,...

—Mark Tapscott
Video: Jon Stewart mocks Obama for using a teleprompter in a classroom

Jon Stewart lightly chided President Obama's use of a teleprompter last night, noting that the President's
message was taking a beating in the public view. "You set up a...

—Charlie Spiering
Congress gives itself an exemption from health insurance tax

A deal shielding union workers from a proposed 40-percent excise tax until 2018 will be extended to federal
employees, including members of Congress, according to a report from...

—J.P. Freire
Obama was against a spending freeze before he was for it

Yesterday President Obama proposed a freeze on domestic spending, an issue that he campaigned against
when it was proposed by Sen. John McCain. The video below shows candidate...

—David Freddoso
More Beltway Confidential posts...
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Trainwreck gets worse: John Edwards sex tape
Senators rebel over treating Detroit airline terrorist as a civilian
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Abdulmutallab interrogated for less than an hour; White House defends handling of terrorist case
Anita Marks and CBS Radio part ways
Voters spurn the 'boob bait' of the educated class
Burlington Northern plans special dividend if purchase by Berkshire Hathaway closes
Key senators: Revoke Abdulmutallab's civilian status, resume terrorist interrogation
Democrats exiting the sinking ship? Part 18
Gregory Kane: Is calling Brown "unqualified" racist?
Democrats exiting the sinking ship? Part 19: Delaware
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Sports

Who Dat? Saints top Vikings in OT, 31-28

They sure ain't the Aints anymore. The New Orleans... Full story

Nation

Dems mull options for moving health care bill

President Obama and Democratic leaders insist they will... Full story

Local

Va. delegate out to stop new I-395/95 toll lanes

A Northern Virginia lawmaker has ramped up his attack... Full story
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